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Science 5th Grade 
Week 2  

Directions: 

Monday-Wednesday- Complete STAAR Prep questions 1-12

Thursday- Read both of the 5.6A reading passages then 
answer the questions that follow. Complete Writing Prompt

Friday- 5.6A, 5.6B and 5.6C  TEKS Based Assessment

   RC 2 STAAR Prep Packet 
 

   Focus: Force, Motion and Energy



















Read both of the 5.6A reading passages then answer questions 























   5.6A, 5.6B and 5.6C TEKS Based Assessment 



Name Date

5.6A explore the uses of energy, including mechanical, light, thermal,
electrical, and sound energy

1. What forms of energy are
important to have present when
watching television?

A sound, thermal, and light
B electrical and sound
C electrical, light, and sound
D thermal and light

3. What type of energy source for
the solar panel is shown in the
image below?

2. Humans often use
fans to stay cool.
The rotation of
the fan blades is
an example of
what type of energy?

A sound
B mechanical
C thermal
D light

4. Which of the following is an
example of the use of sound
energy?

A a bat using echolocation to
find its prey

B blades on a wind turbine
spinning

C a campfire heating
marshmallows

D a power plant using coal for
power



Date 
------

5.6B demonstrate that the flow of electricity in circuits requires a 
complete path through which an electric current can pass and can 

produce light, heat, and sound 

1. A team of 5th grade students
assembled the circuit below.

Why doesn't the motor turn on? 
A The circuit does not have a switch. 
B The battery is not charged. 
C There is no wire from the negative 
terminal to the motor. 
D There is no light bulb in the circuit. 

3. A closed parallel circuit is
shown below.

If the wire was cut in the location 
labeled with an X, how many 
lights would remain lit? 
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2. The diagram shows a series
circuit with 3 bulbs that turn on
when the switch closes the circuit.
When the switch opens the circuit,
how many bulbs would be lit?

4. A student made the circuit
shown below. Unfortunately, the
bulb will not light. What is most like
the problem with the circuit?

I I 



5.6C demonstrate that light travels in a straight line until it strikes an 
object or travels through one medium to another and demonstrate 

that light can be reflected and refracted 

1 . Which of the following 
describes the reflection of light? 

A Looking at a fire 
B Looking at a pond of calm 

water 
C Looking through a pair of 

eyeglasses 
D Looking through a window 

2. The arrows in the diagram
represent light rays. Which of the
following is shown by the
diagram?

A Light is being absorbed. 
B Light is being refracted through a 

convex lens. 
C Light is being refracted through a 

concave lens. 
D Light is reflecting off a mirror. 

3. A student sees an object in the 4. Why does the straw appear to
mirror. Draw an X where the be broken?
object is most likely positioned.
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A The light rays that travel 
through the water and 

into the air are reflected. 
---=----

B The light rays are magnified. 

C The light rays are absorbed by 
the water. 

D The light rays that travel 
through the water and into the 

air are refracted. 
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